CASE STUDY

“Malwarebytes gives us the strong protection we need to stay secure.”

Challenges

- **Malware attacks** were focused on financial gain
- **Multiple attacks** were coming in the form of ransomware
- **Weak protection** from current products
- **IT teams were spending time manually searching** for malware on devices

Reasons for Choosing Malwarebytes

- **Support team:** The Malwarebytes Premium Support subscription allows the IT team better access to Malwarebytes resources.
- **Guaranteed protection:** Teams rely on Malwarebytes to catch dangerous malware that was missed by other AV systems, like McAfee.
- **User-friendly:** Malwarebytes has an intuitive set up that allows IT to see and track their systems with the click of a button.

How Malwarebytes Solved the Problem

- **Significantly reduced risk** of malware and ransomware infections
- **Simplified malware** detection and response
- **Eliminated malware-related disruptions** for users
Our McAfee solution just wasn’t catching the dangerous malware and ransomware that are attacking us. Replacing it with Malwarebytes gives us the strong protection we need to stay secure.
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